Measurements of burr-hole localization for endoscopic procedures in the third ventricle in children.
In a retrospective study, we measured the localization for the burr hole for neuroendoscopic procedures in the third ventricle, which are determined by anatomical landmarks like the foramen of Monro (FM) and the respective targets. In 48 children, thin-sliced T2-weighted magnetic resonance images were analyzed within an imaging software tool to determine the trajectory between the FM to the floor of the third ventricle (F3V) or the entrance of the sylvian aqueduct (SA). The crossing point at the skull convexity defined the entry points. Coordinates are given relative to nasion and midline. A mean virtual entry point to reach both targets was compared to the burr-hole localization used in the respective surgeries. The tissue shift at the FM was quantified for the trajectories. The entry point to reach the F3V or the SA measured 119.7+/-26.4 mm (to nasion)-20.5+/-11.5 mm (to midline) and 57.4+/-26.5-18.8+/-8.3 mm, respectively. The virtual mean entry point to reach both targets was located at 86.5+/-25.3-20.9+/-9.8 mm. There was a statistical difference in the entry point localization relative to nasion of the virtual mean trajectory compared with the burr-hole localization used in these patients. The tissue shift at the level of the FM using the mean virtual trajectory was significantly lower than by using the actual burr hole to the SA. Planning an optimal burr-hole localization is important in neuroendoscopic procedures in children, especially where the target is located around the sylvian aqueduct.